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Commuter parking for bus passengers at Moa 
East of the swimming centre at Moa, an area with approx. 60 parking spaces is reserved for 
commuters who drive to Moa and take a bus further on from Moa. Commuters can buy a day ticket 
that covers parking and a return ticket between Moa and the hospital, Campus and Ålesund city 
centre. Commuters who have a valid period ticket for bus and who will continue their trip by bus 
from Moa can also use these parking spaces.  

Where are these parking spaces? 
The area is located east of the swimming centre at Moa, with access from Moavegen. 

 

 

From the entrance to the area: 
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Buy a 12-hour ticket in the FlexiPark app 
For 44 kroner per day, you get parking and a return bus ticket between Moa and Ålesund city centre. 
This is the same price as a single ticket on the bus. The parking/bus ticket is valid for 12 hours and 
apply to the driver of the car. 

To buy the ticket you must download the FlexiPark app (Norwegian only). In the App you choose 
«Parkeringsavtale» (parking agreement), then «Bestill parkeringsavtale» (order parking agreement) 
and the option «Innfartsparkering Moa» (commuter parking Moa). 

You will see a “ticket” (Aktiv avtale) in the app that is valid as ticket on the bus. You show this ticket 
to the bus driver when you enter the bus. 

 

 

 

The area is also available for commuters with a valid period ticket on the bus 
The parking spaces in this area is also available for commuters with a valid period ticket for bus. 
Commuters with a valid period ticket can park in the reserved area without buying a parking ticket.  

A printout/picture of the valid period ticket or a readable receipt for purchase of period ticket must 
be placed inside the front screen of the vehicle, visible from the outside. 

Future plan 
We plan for a future solution where we can connect the parking app and a valid period ticket for bus, 
but it will take some time to get this in place. 

14 buses per hour 
In the rush hours from seven until nine in the morning and half past one until six in the afternoon, 
there are 14 buses per hour in each direction between Moa and Ålesund city centre. This means 
there are no long waits and being able to buy parking and the bus ticket in the same app makes it 
easy. 
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